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Abstract

Image hashing is a potential solution for image content authentication (a desired image hashing algorithm should
be robust to common image processing operations and various geometric distortions). In the literature, researchers
pay more attention to block-based image hashing algorithms due to their robustness to common image
processing operations (such as lossy compression, low-pass filtering, and additive noise). However, the block-based
hashing strategies are sensitive to rotation processing operations. This indicates that the robustness of the block-
based hashing methods against rotation operations is an important issue. Towards this direction, in this article we
propose a restricted blocking strategy by investigating effect of two rotation operations on an image and its blocks
in both theoretical and experimental ways. Furthermore, we apply the proposed blocking strategy for the recently
reported non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) hashing. Experimental results have demonstrated the validity of
the block-based hashing algorithms with restricted blocking strategy for rotation operations.
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1. Introduction
With the development of the Internet and multimedia
processing techniques, more and more digital media pro-
ducts become available through different online services
and easy to distribute illegal copies. Recently, multimedia
hashing functions [1,2] have been introduced as a poten-
tial solution for tracing the unauthorized use of digital
media files since the traditional cryptography hash func-
tions (such as MD5, SHA-1) cannot satisfy the require-
ments of multimedia content authentication because the
cryptographic hash is sensitive to every single bit of
input. In the literature, the techniques used for image
authentication can be classified into two categories: (1)
watermark based [3-6] and (2) media hash based [7,8].
The main difference between a watermark (robust [3],
reversible [4], fragile [5] and semi-fragile [6]) and a hash
is that the embedding process of the former requires the
content of the media to change. Robustness of media
hashing is a desired aspect. Robustness means that the
hash should be resistant to content-preserving signal
processing operations, e.g., image hashing should be

insensitive to those common geometric deformation,
lossy compression and filtering operations, which do dis-
tort the image but preserve its visual quality.
Media hashing can be broadly classified into audio hash-

ing [9,10], video hashing [11,12] and image hashing
[7,8,13-21] according to the diversity of media dimension-
ality space. In this article, we are focusing on image hash-
ing. In the literature, there are a lot robust image hash
functions. In [13], Fridrich and Goljan addressed a robust
image hash for tamper control problem by mapping image
blocks into key-based template. In [14], a robust image
hash was used for indexing and database searching by
using the statistic property of wavelet coefficients of image
block. Perceptual image hashing was also used for con-
tent-dependent key generation in video watermarking
[15]. The hash methods proposed in [13,14] were aiming
to coping with common image processing operations.
With another consideration of coping with geometric dis-
tortions, some researchers presented a few special image
hash functions, such as in [16-21]]. In [16], the authors
introduced an iterative geometric image hash method by
quantizing the low-frequency components of an image
into a binary image, which is further filtered by iterative
filter in order to obtain a stable geometric shape to gener-
ate the hash with resistance to geometric distortion.
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In [17], the authors proposed two robust hashing schemes
based on the invariance of Fourier-Mellin transform to
affine transform, and later the schemes were improved by
considering both security and robustness [18]. In [19], Lu
and Hsu addressed a mesh-based image hashing method
by using the mesh insensitivity to geometric distortions.
Monga and Mihçak addressed a robust and secure image
hashing function in [20], which provides robustness to
affine transforms since the effect of geometric attacks on
image blocks in the spatial domain manifests (approxi-
mately) as independent and identically distributed noise
on non-negative matrix factorization vectors. By using the
insensitivity of histogram in shape to geometric attacks,
Xiang et al. proposed a histogram-based image hashing
algorithm for various geometric distortions in [21]. In [5],
a key-dependent JPEG2000-based robust hashing method
was addressed for secure image authentication. Consider-
ing various attacks, Liu et al. [6] introduced Fast Johnson-
Lindenstrauss Transform and content-based fingerprint,
to combine different features together.
From the above introduction, we can see that the strat-

egy to divide an image into blocks for hashing is often
used (such as [13,14,20]). Usually, block-based image
hashing algorithms can provide an inherent ability to tam-
per control problem and are robust to common image
processing operations. However, image block-based hash
functions are very sensitive to rotation operations since
the rotation will make the content difference between an
image block and its rotated versions. Towards this pro-
blem, in this article we investigate the effect of rotation
operations on an image and its blocks. Our motivation is
to find the effect and then propose a new blocking strategy
to improve the performance of the block-based image
hashing algorithm for rotation operations. There are two
kinds of rotation modes: loose based and crop based. The
main difference between a loose rotation and a crop rota-
tion is that output images of the former have a bigger size
than the rotated image while the later remains the size by
cropping the boundaries. By analyzing the two modes of
rotation operations in mathematical way, we propose a
restricted randomized blocking strategy to eliminate the
effect of rotation. The basic idea is to extract the central
content of an image for the use of a block-based hashing.
In order to measure the effectiveness of the proposed
blocking strategy, we take non-negative matrix factoriza-
tion (NMF) hashing algorithm proposed in [20] as an
example of block-based hashing algorithms to report
experimental results. Simulation results show that the
hashing algorithm with the proposed blocking strategy can
provide a stronger robustness to the two rotational
operations.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In

the following section, we describe the computation pro-

cess of a NMF hashing algorithm. This is followed by a
detailed mathematical analysis on the effect of two image
rotation modes on images. By using the new blocking
method, we then test the robustness performance of the
NMF hashing algorithm for two image rotation opera-
tions. Finally, we draw the conclusions.

2. NMF-based image hashing
2.1. NMF
The NMF is a Matrix decomposition method [22]. It is
restricted by the conditions that in the Matrix all ele-
ments are nonnegative. The mathematical description is
addressed as follows:
Given a m × n nonnegative matrices V, looking for

nonnegative factor matrix W and H, making

V ≈ WH(W ∈ Rm×r ,H ∈ Rr×n), (1)

Here, each column in W can be regarded as a vector.
Therefore, each column in V is the linear combination
of the base vectors. NMF is an approximation procedure
to the original matrix in a distance metric. In the NMF
literature, two popular cost functions have been studied.
The first is the classical Euclidean distance, given by

�E(W,H) ≡
⎛
⎝ n∑

j=1

||vj − Whj||22

⎞
⎠

1
2

= ||V − WH||, (2)

Another measure usually used in practice is K-L diver-
gence (Kullback-Leibler divergence)

�D(V||WH) ≡
m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

(
Vij log

Vij∑r
l=1 WilHlj

− Vij + [WH]ij

)
, (3)

The above measure is known as the generalized Kull-
back-Leibler (KL) divergence. The NMF’s goal is to
minimize the distance between matrix V and WH. In
this article, we choose Euclidean distance as the objec-
tive function of the NMF. Use the following iteration
formulas [16], to obtain the matrix W and H until the
ΘE(W, H) value reaches a local minimum:

Haj ← Haj
[WTV]aj

[WTWH]aj
,Wia ← Wia

[VHT]ia
[WHHT]ia

, (4)

2.2. NMF-NMF-SQ hashing algorithm
Figure 1 shows the calculation process of a NMF-NMF-
SQ hashing algorithm proposed in [20], described as fol-
lows:

1) Given an image, using the private key k1 to
pseudorandomly select sub-images Ai,(Ai Î Rm×m, 1
≤ i ≤ p).
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2) Obtain the NMF of each sub-image:

Ai ≈ WiF
T
i , (Wi, Fi ∈ Rm×r1 ), (5)

where r1, (r1 ≪ m) is the rank. In this way, we get
2p matrix in size m × r1.
3) According to the key k2, randomly rearrange these
matrixes to get a matrix J in size m × 2pr1.
4) Compute the NMF of J on the rank r2,(r2 ≪ min
(m, 2pr1))

J ≈ WH(W ∈ Rm×r2 ,H ∈ Rr2×2pr1), (6)

In such a way we obtain a m × r2 dimensional
matrix W and a r2 × 2pr1 dimensional matrix H.
5) Making rows of W and columns of H in series to

get a vector hNMF - NMF
(k1,k2)

(I) in length N. Under the

control of the secret key k3, obtaining a weight vec-
tor sets {ti}Mi=1, (M � N, ti ∈ RN), making the inner
product between each weight vector {ti} and
hNMFNMF
(k1,k2)

(I) to obtain hash vector of the NMF-NMF-

SQ algorithm: (In the following equation the expres-
sion 〈a, b〉 indicates the inner product between a
and b).

hNMF - NMF - SQ
(k1,k2,k3)

(I) = {〈hNMF - NMF
(k1,k2) (I), t1〉, . . . , 〈hNMF - NMF

(k1,k2) (I), tM〉}, (7)

The above hash vector hNMF - NMF - SQ
(k1,k2,k3)

(I) was not quan-

tized. Therefore, each element in the vector is a real
number. Similarity of the two hash vectors was mea-
sured by using Euclidean distance.

The robustness principle of the NMF hashing algo-
rithm proposed in [20] can be summarized as follows:
(1) Divide an image into blocks and then calculate the
hash, in such a way that the hash is able to trace tam-
pering and locate; (2) The hash value is a low rank
decomposition by using NMF mathematical method
after an image is divided into blocks,a therefore the algo-
rithm has a good robustness for lossy compression, low-
pass filtering and additive noise operations; (3) Since the
hash is computed after an image size normalization
step, the hash value is resistant to cropping and scaling
operations. However, the algorithm is sensitive to a rota-
tion manipulation since it will modify the content of a
block.

3. Restricted blocking strategy for rotation
In this article, we observe the influence of two rotation
operations on the NMF image hashing algorithm [20],
that is, an image rotation operation will modify the con-
tent of an image block in two aspects: (1) pixel magni-
tude distortion due to the interpolation in the rotation
[23] and (2) phase change. The NMF hashing algorithm
[20] can overcome the magnitude distortion since the
distortion in amplitude can be taken as an additive noise,
but it is very sensitive to the phase change due to the
rotation because the image block in content has been
modified. The bigger rotation angle is performed, the
more distortion in the block will be introduced. Towards
the effect, in this section we will analyze the impact of a
rotation processing operation on an image and its blocks
in both theoretical and experimental ways. Furthermore,

Figure 1 Block diagram of NMF-NMF-SQ algorithm.
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we propose a restricted random blocking strategy for the
algorithm [20] so as to improve the rotational robustness
while remaining its resistance to other attacks.

3.1. An image after rotation
There are two different modes of image rotation proces-
sing operations: ‘loose’ based and ‘crop’ based [24]. For
the loose-based rotation mode, output images have a
bigger size but the original image content in size
remains unchanged; In crop-based rotation mode, out-
put images have the same size as input image, but
include only the central portion of the rotated image.
The influence factors of the two rotation modes on an
image are described as follows.
3.1.1. Rotation with the loose mode
We can see that under this mode of rotation, output
images have a bigger size than the rotated image. As
shown in Figure 2, two resulted images with different
angles plotted in Figure 2b,c have a bigger size than the
original one as shown in Figure 2a. The basic reason is
that, after the rotation some redundant pixels (black
regions with zero-value pixels) are padded in four homo-
geneous areas of the rotated image. These homogeneous

regions can be processed by using line detection techni-
ques [25]. It is worth noting that Figure 2e,f in content is
more rich than the original image after a size normaliza-
tion. The size normalization operation in reference [20]
was applied to deal with all images from the same source
to the same size so that the images can be blocked for
hashing. In referring to Figure 2, we can figure out that
the loose rotation operation will make a serious affection
on the hashing algorithm [20] since all image blocks in
content will be modified due to the phase distortion.
In order to eliminate the effect of the padded pixels

(caused by the loose rotation) on image blocks, our
strategy is to apply only the central content of an candi-
date image for block-based hashing, such as the circled
region marked in Figure 2d. In such a way, we can
avoid the effect of the resulted redundant pixels. For the
rotated images as plotted in Figure 2e,f, only the central
part in the blue circle is chosen for hashing.
For a clear description, in this article we denote the

circle radius in Figure 2d as the radius of Effective Block
Region (EBR), in length R. According to the principle of
geometry mathematics, the R value can be derived from
the following Equations (8) and (9).

(a) Original (b) After the rotation of 10o  (c) After the rotation of 25o

(d) Original (e) Normalized image from (b) (f) Normalized image from (c) 
Figure 2 Effect of the “loose” mode: (a) original image, (b) and (c) rotated images with different angles. The subfigures (d), (e) and (f)
are the size-normalized versions of the images (a), (b) and (c) by referring to the original image in size.
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Denote the original image as □ABCD, which is rotated
by using the “loose” mode with the angle θ, and then be
normalized to the same size as the original one. As
shown in Figure 3, the square □EFGH is the rotated ver-
sion of □ABCD with the loose mode. In this case, the
difference between □ABCD and □EFGH indicates the
resulted redundant pixels. In referring to Figure 3, we
have the following the geometric relationships:

{
EF · cos θ + FG · sin θ = AB
EF · sin θ + FG · cos θ = BC,

(8)

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

EF =
AB · cos θ − BC · sin θ

cos(2θ)

EF =
BC · cos θ − AB · sin θ

cos(2θ)
,

(9)

So R = 1
2FG since the line FG in length is shorter than

EF.
We can see from Figure 3 and the R expression that

for overcoming the impact of the redundant pixels
caused by the rotation, we should select the central con-
tent of an image for block-based hashing. For the differ-
ent rotation angle, the central content is different.
Supposed the rotation angle θ is between zero and 45°
(for other rotation angles, the analysis is similar). The
bigger rotation angle is, the EBR radius (R) should be

smaller so as to guarantee the block-based hash value
resistant to the loose rotation operation.
3.1.2. Rotation with the crop mode
In order to better depict the effect of the crop rotation,
here we adopt the well-known image ‘Lena’ as another
example image. From Figure 4, we can observe the effect
of the crop rotation on the image, that is, output images
have the same size as input image and include only the
central portion of the rotated image. Under the rotation,
part of the content is cropped (replaced by zero-value
pixels). For different rotation angles, the cropped pixels
(replaced by zero-value pixels) in number are different,
corresponding to the content in the white circle of the
subplots in Figure 4b,c.
Considering the effect of the rotation mode, our strat-

egy is to extract the region as shown in the circle in Fig-
ure 5 for blocking. Suppose that the square □ABCD
denotes the original image, then the square □EFGH is
the one rotated. According to our analysis, the circle is
the region computed for blocking in such a way that a
block-based hashing can avoid the effect of those pixels
(to be cut and then filled by zero-value pixels).

3.2. An block after rotation
In the Section 1, we have analyzed the effect of rotation
with two different modes on an image. Furthermore, in
this section we are going to investigate the effect of the
two rotation processing operations on an image block.

Figure 3 Effective block region under the loose rotation mode (see the circle).
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From the above analysis regarding the crop rotation
mode, we have known that the rotation operation modifies
the phase of pixels in the EBR (The amplitude distortion
due to the interpolation is minor [23]). Therefore, there
are existing public pixels before and after the rotation. A
public pixel means that a pixel is still fallen into the same
block under the rotation. It is worth noting that the ratio
of these public pixels to the pixels in a block has an impor-
tant role for the robustness of the NMF-based hashing

algorithm [20]. This has been fully proven in Section 4
with extensive testing.
In order to find a better way to block an image for

hashing, in theoretical way we are going to measure the
ratio of public pixels in an image block after a rotation
operation. The image blocks can be divided into two
categories: (1) the image center in the block and 2) the
center not in the block. The effect of the rotation on a
block is respectively discussed as follows.

Figure 4 Effect of the ‘crop’ rotation mode: (a) the original image, (b) the image rotated under the crop mode, (c) an image rotated
back from (b) (in this subplot, the black pixels indicate the location of the filled (or cut) pixels).

Figure 5 Effective block region under the crop rotation mode (see the circle).
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3.2.1. Case 1: image center in the block
In Figure 6, the point O denotes the center of the EBR of
an image. Suppose □ABCD is an image block, after image
rotation of θ° the pixels in the □ABCD will be shifted to
the □EFGH. For the block □ABCD, the ratio of public pix-
els against the block pixels after the rotation is equal to
the ratio of the polygon P’KN’GLD to the block in area
(AD crosses EF at P′,OQ crosses EF at P, FG crosses AB
at N′,OT crosses AB at N). From the expressions:

KP = FP − FK , KP = FP − FK , AK = FK and AN = FP, we
have KN = KP. As a result, we conclude that the line OK
is the bisector of the angle ∠PON. Similarly, we can prove
OL is ∠PON’s bisector. According to the geometric rela-
tions AK = AN − KN and KN = ON · tan θ

2, the area of
the triangle Δ AKP’ is

SAKP′ =
1
2

· |AK|2 · tan θ , (10)

Similarly, we have:

SLGM =
1
2

· |LG|2 · tan θ , (11)

where LG = UG − UL and UL = UO · tan θ
2. The area

of trapezoidal AN′MD is:

SAN′MD =
1
2

(
AK +

KF
cos θ

+
LG
cos θ

)
· AD

=
1
2

(
AK + LG

) (
1 +

1
cos θ

)
· AD

(12)

Therefore, the area of hexagon P′KN′GLD is:

SP′KN′GLD = SAN′MD − SAKP′ − SLGM, (13)

Suppose that the distance of the block center to the
image center O is R1, the block is a square in size a × a,
then the overlapped area (public pixels) between
□ABCD and □EFGH can be computed as:

SPKNGLD =
1
2
(AK + LG)

(
1 +

1
cos θ

)
· a − 1

2
· |(AK|2 + LG|2) · tan θ , (14)

where : AK = a
2 − (R1 + a

2) · tan θ
2,

LG = a
2 − (R1 − a

2 ) · tan a
2, when R1 > a

2.
3.2.2. Case 2: image center not in the block
We can see from Figure 7 that in this case, the over-
lapped region is the octagon VILSQNUT, which is:

SVILSQNUT = SALMD– SAiV– SNGM– 2SSQG, (15)

Figure 6 The case that a block does not contain the central point of the image.
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According to the geometric expressions:

AI = IFAI = IF, we have IK = IJ. So, we conclude that
the line OI is the bisector of the angle ∠JOK.
Similarly, we can prove that the line ON is ∠XOP’s

bisector. So, we have{
AK = OK · tan θ

2
NP = OP · tan θ

2 ,
(16)

SAIV =
1
2

· |AI|2 · tan θ , (17)

where AI = AK − IK. Similarly, we have

SNGM =
1
2

· |NG|2 · tan θ , (18)

where NG = NP + PG. And

SSQG =
1
2

· |SG|2 · tan θ , (19)

where SG = FG − FL − LS, FL = AI · tan θ, and

LS =
LB
sin θ

=
1

sin θ

[
AB − AI

(
1 +

1
cos θ

)]
.

At the same time, we have

SALMD =
1
2
(AL +MD) · AD, (20)

where AL = AI
(
1 +

1
cos θ

)
, MD = DC + CM,

CM =
NG
cos θ

− XC +NP.

From the above equations, we can compute the over-
lapped area (public pixels) as:

SVILSQNUT = SALMD − SAIV − SNGM − 2SSQG

=
1
2
(AL +MD) · AD − 1

2
tan θ(|AI|2 + |NG|2 + 2|SG|2), (21)

where the length of the lines can be calculated from
Equations (17), (18), (19), and (20).
Referring to Figures 6 and 7, from the above theoreti-

cal analysis results formulated in Equations (14) and
(21) we can conclude that, the ratio of public pixels
after the rotation is related to the distance between the
block center and the image center, the block size and
the rotation angle. The smaller distance between a block
and the image center is, or the smaller the rotation

Figure 7 The case that a block contains the center of the image.
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angle is, or the larger the block size is, so the bigger the
ratio of public pixels after the rotation is, as a result the
stronger rotational robustness can be achieved from a
block-based hashing algorithm. The above mathematical
analysis results regarding the ratio of public pixels
against the rotation is beneficial to improving the rota-
tional robustness of those block-based hashing algo-
rithms. The strategy is to choose a desired region (the
central part of an image), and then divide the region
into blocks in an ideal size. The region and the block in
size can be computed in advance by referring to the
rotation angle that an image may suffer from. In such a
way, the effect of the rotation operations will be signifi-
cantly reduced. Especially, the blocking strategy is useful
for those image hashing schemes based on local statisti-
cal characteristics of an image, such as the NMF-based
hashing algorithm proposed in [20]. For an image block,
the more public pixels are staying in this block after a
rotation operation, the better the statistical characteris-
tics will be kept. In this article, we denote the blocking
strategy as Restricted Blocking Strategy.

4. Experimental results
In order to measure the effectiveness of the proposed
blocking strategy, we apply the blocking strategy for the
NMF-NMF-SQ hashing algorithm proposed in [20] to
estimate its contribution for rotational robustness. The
testing results are reported as below.
In this section, we tested the performance of the

NMF-NMF-SQ algorithm with the proposed blocking
strategy. The parameters are set as: p = 10, m = 100, r1
= 1, r2 = 1, M = 64. The test data set is composed of
four hundred 256 × 256 grey images, each image rotated
in both loose and crop modes at the angle of 4, 8, 12,
and 16°. Rotational robustness performance of the hash-
ing algorithm (with the restricted blocking strategy)
against the algorithm [20] (without the restricted block-
ing strategy) is as follows.

4.1. Robustness to the loose rotation mode
When the block radius is fixed as 100 (pixels), we can
see from the ROC curves (Receiver Operation Charac-
teristic) as shown in Figure 8 that, the ROC curves of
the NMF hashing with the new blocking strategy are
always on the below of those corresponding curves cal-
culated from the algorithm [20]. The reason is that the
restricted blocking method has better avoided the
effect of the rotation operations. Especially, for a big-
ger rotation angle, the more robustness bonus for the
rotation is obtained from the new blocking strategy.
This indicates that the restricted blocking strategy is
effective to improve the robustness to the loose
rotation.

4.2. Robustness to the crop rotation mode
When the block radius is fixed as 128 (pixels), the ROC
curves are plotted in Figure 9. For the rotation of 4°, the
two ROC curves in Figure 9a almost stay together. As
for other angles of rotation operations, the ROC curves
of the hashing method using the restricted blocking
strategy are always below those from the algorithm [20].
These results indicate that with new blocking strategy
the NMF-based hashing algorithm can provide a better
robustness to the crop rotation. When the rotation
angle is bigger, the more robustness is received.

4.3. Influence of the distance between block center and
image center
Corresponding to the analysis in Section 2, we have
known that the ratio of public pixels to the pixels in a
block is related to the distance between the block center
and the image center, rotated angle and the block size
used. Below, we modify the distance to measure its
influence on the rotational robustness of the hashing
algorithm with the restricted blocking strategy.
Note that the ratio of the public pixels in Figure 10 is

represented as the percentage in curves. For the four
hundred 256 × 256 test images, we perform a rotation
operation of 8° with the crop mode. The block in size is
50 ×50. The effect of the distance on the ROC curve is
plotted. From Figure 10, we can observe that the distance
play an important role for the rotational robustness.
When the distance is shorter, a block after the rotation
can include more public pixels, so the robustness to the
rotation is stronger. For example, the ratio of the public
pixels is about 91.66% for the rotation of 8° while the dis-
tance is 20 (pixels). Also, we can see from this figure that
a block with the shortest distance will provide stronger
robustness (see the curve plotted with ‘□’).

4.4. Influence of the block size
As analyzed in Section 2, the block size also plays a role
on the ratio of public pixels in a block. Similarly, we per-
form a rotation operation on the four hundred 256 ×256
with the rotation angle of 8°. The distance between the
block center and the image center is fixed to 60 pixels.
With different block size, we have plotted their ROC
curves as shown in Figure 11.
We can see from this figure that as the block size

increases, the ratio of the public pixels increases. When
the block size is 100×100, the algorithm with the new
blocking strategy obtains the best robustness perfor-
mance (the ratio of the public pixels is over 89%). It is
worth noting that the robustness performance in the
block size of 40 × 40 is better than that of 60 × 60,
which can be explained as follows. Though the larger
block size can increase the ratio of public pixels for the
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rotational robustness improvement, in the testing we
have applied the same rank for NMF decomposition in
such a way that the bigger the block size is, the more
feature information extracted from the NMF processing
operation will be lost. As a result, the uniqueness will
be reduced. Therefore, a rational block size is a trade-off
between the robustness and uniqueness. For NMF-based
hashing algorithm, we propose to apply the blocks of
size 100×100 for hashing.
From the above experimental analysis, we can see that

the NMF hashing algorithm with the restricted blocking
strategy can provide stronger performance than the
recently reported NMF hashing algorithm [20] in the
presence of rotation with the loose and crop modes
while keeping the robustness to other attacks.

5. Conclusions and remarks
In this article, we propose a restricted random blocking
strategy to improve the robustness performance of

block-based hashing algorithms for rotation operations.
The contribution is described as follows:

1) We investigate the effect of the rotation opera-
tions with the two modes (loose and crop) on an
image and its blocks in both theoretical and experi-
mental ways. As a result, we propose a restricted
blocking strategy so that the redundant pixels caused
by the rotation can be excluded for blocking. Experi-
mental testing shows that this blocking strategy can
improve the stability of a block for the rotation.
2) We discuss the effect of the block size on the
NMF hashing algorithm. The bigger block size is,
the hashing algorithm is more resistant to rotation
since a bigger block will include the more public
pixels for the same rotation angle.
3) We perform a lot of testing to measure the hash-
ing algorithm (with the restricted blocking method)
against the previous NMF hashing algorithm [20].

A. Robustness to the Loose Rotation Mode

Figure 8 ROC curves of the NMF hashing before and after the use of the new blocking strategy against the rotation with the loose
mode.
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B. Robustness to the Crop Rotation Mode

Figure 9 ROC curves of the NMF hashing before and after the use of the new blocking strategy against the rotation with the crop
mode.

Figure 10 Effect of the distance between a block and the image center.
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Experimental results show that the use of the
restricted blocking strategy can effectively improve
the performance of the NMF hashing algorithm for
the rotation operations.

In this study, our motivation is to analyze and improve
the rotational performance of the block-based NMF
hashing algorithm. In the future study, one of our consid-
erations is to apply the restricted blocking strategy for
other block-based hashing and watermarking algorithms
(such as DCT-based image hashing [13,14], DWT-based
image watermarking [26,27]) against the loose and crop
rotation operations.
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